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Businessesâ€”regardless of their size or industryâ€”will always be at risk of experiencing some form of
employee theft. Ninety-five percent of all companies have fallen prey to employee theft at some
pointâ€”an estimate that is not far from reality. This means undesirable news for company owners and
supervisors as their companies' potential is being thwarted as a result of such a maleficent activity.
Moreover, studies have shown that over 30% of all bankruptcies are the outcome, directly or
indirectly, of employee thievery.

Employee burglary comes in different forms such as falsifying profit and productivity reports,
stealing from the warehouse and selling items personally, falsifying refunds and keeping the cash,
and hundreds of other illegal workings. Looking at it closely, theft generally takes place when
enterprise owners have a tendency to trust their workforce excessively. Despite the fact that there is
nothing wrong with trusting a staff member, there is no denying the truth that s/he can turn over a
new leaf at some point. A business is not a charity institutionâ€”vigilance is really a necessary evil.

According to an international study in 2003 by Ernst & Young, a professional services firm, company
personnel were the causes of incidents of fraudulence around 85% of the time. Of that division,
more than 50% were from the management. If you don't want to suffer from the detrimental effects
of employee robbery, you may like to consider employing the professional services of a reputable
security provider.

Security firms can lessen the chances of theft within the clientâ€™s properties. Some utilize expertly-
trained security guards to physically guard the workplace, while others make use of strategic video
monitoring to guard a physical location. In any event, you can rest assured that the place is safe
against both internal and external problems.

Miami-based businesspeople, both budding and seasoned, will find the services of a reputable
security company Florida residents recommend quite advantageous. Miami is a major leader in
finance, commerce, culture, international trade, and entertainment. It is home to various large
companies, both regional and multinational, which means business pilfering is highly probable to
occur in the city. As a matter of fact, Miami had a 74% thievery average back in 2011.

When selecting a security company in Miami, you ought to first establish what must be guarded. For
instance, set your focus on the warehouse if your primary concern is guarding the inventory.
Essentially, installing security cameras and alarms can do the job.

As harsh as it may appear, surveillance is sometimes required to protect your corporate assets.
With the assistance of the security company Miami entrepreneurs count on, you can rest assured
that the enterprise premises are constantly safe and secure. If you wish to read more about security
companies, please visit myarticle.com/search/?a=search&q=security+surveillance&sa=Search.
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Harvey Shepherd - About Author:
For more details, search a security company Florida, a security company in Miami and a security
company Miami in Google for related information.
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